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This blueprint is the step-by-step 
process that I have used to guide 
dog enthusiasts to resolve any 
behavior and training challenges 
through a partnership built with 
love, trust and deep understanding.
 
Better still, it’s a REPEATABLE 
method that can be used with any 
dog, no matter their breed, history 
or past experiences.
 
Discover how living a partnership 
lifestyle leads to you and your dog 
becoming attentive and responsive 
p a r t n e r s … eve n  i f  yo u r  d o g  i s  
reactive, distracted, over-threshold, 

Kathy Kawalec
And the Dancing Hearts Team

anxious…and even if you’ve tried everything!
 
My holistic, heart-connected partnership training programs have helped 
transform the lives of thousands of people and their dogs...AND I am so eager 
to share this with you!

WELCOME TO YOUR

Partnership Lifestyle
BLUEPRINT



HOW TO USE

 This Blueprint
Partnership Lifestyle Mindmap

This mindmap give you a big-picture visual view of the thinking behind the 
blueprint, including the central ideas and principles. Use this mindmap as your 
overview for the three core segments for building a brilliant partners lifestyle.

Your Partnership Foundation
Social Intelligence, Cooperation

and Communication

Your Path to Partnership
The Principles and Stages

of our Partnership Lifestyle
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LIFESTYLE BLUEPRINT
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Behav
ior is

 Communica
tion

Reactivity: Lunging, Barking, Chasing

Unwanted Barking

Leash Pulling

Anxiety, Fearfulness

Don’t “Fix” Behavior,
Understand the Root Cause

Becoming
Trustworthy
To Our Dog -
The Research

The Trust
Accelerator

#1 Listening 
To our dog

To our self

To our heart

#2 Safety When and where do you and your
do feel safe, calm and happy?

#3 Loving
Leadership

Listen for the truth from you and
your dog and create a circle of safety 

#4 Resiliency Is a result of listening

Creating a circle of safety and trust

Being trustworthy in our dogs’ perspective

Stop The
Trust Leaks

Start filling your
trust bank account

Stop trying to fix
your dog by:

Science of
Safety and
Trust

Polyvagal Theory:
Social Engagement
System

Types of Responses

Loving
Leaders:

Discover and Inspire those they lead
Calm and focus those they lead
Set effective boundaries
Lead by example - role model
Is trustworthy
Keeps Us Safe!

Brene Brown PhD: Trust is feeling safe with this person in
any situation

Simon Sinek: Trust and cooperation are Feelings, not instructions,
and must be earned

Circle of Safety: Where there is safety, there is trust

Patricia McConnell PhD: All social animals, like dogs, benefit
from the wisdom of a wise leader

Susan G. Friedman PhD: A trusting relationship is the key to
successful animal companionship

Transactional dog training, no matter how positive, is power
imbalanced…and our dogs know this

Safety: ‘go back to grazing’. 
Green Zone

Fight your way out of a situation or 

Flight - avoid conflict by running away.
Orange Zone

Freeze - shuts down entire body, no action.
Red Zone - Life threat

Connectedness allows us to regulate our state
of wellbeing

Dogs look to us to gauge the threat

When there’s no way out, our dog’s nervous
system will activate the fight/flight response

When that level of stress is chronic, our dogs
are likely to miss important social cues. They
are literally tuned out from us

Training and setups work against us

More training

More conditioning

More set-ups

More exposure

More inappropriate socialization
Trust is Everything

in a Relationship

PART 1
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Arousal Protocol
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Safe, Calm and Happy List

List 5-10 activities, environments,
places and times that both you and
your dog feel Safe, Calm and Happy.

Be creative, content and treasure
your time together

Calm = Low, Mid or
High Arousal activity

No stress or cortisol producing 

Daily Percentages
(based on 6 hours)

Sleep: dogs sleep
17 to 20 hours
per day

Puppies and geriatric
dogs sleep more

10-15% High
Arousal Activity

Fun, very active,
exciting activities

35% Mid
Arousal Activity

Enjoyable, thinking,
playful, interesting
activities

50% Low/No
Arousal Activity

Quiet, hanging
out, relaxing

Base the
percentages
on YOUR dog

One dog may find
brushing/grooming
relaxing, another
may find it stressful

One dog may find
trick training fun
and interesting,
another may find
it over-arousing

Happy = Mindset of:
we’ll have fun, bond,
do things we both  enjoy
while we reset our stress
and learn to trust one
another again

Ask: When and where
do both me and my dog
feel safe, calm and happy?

Discover: Listen to you
and your dog to assess how
you both feel in various
circumstances and
environments

Create: Find ways to create
circumstances, environments,
activities where everyone
feels safe, calm and happy

Why SCH?

Cortisol and Adrenaline
Dump From: Over-arousal,
anxiety, confusion, fear

Puts us and/or our dog into a state
of emergency (Orange or Red Zone)

Leads to increased arousal,
anxiety, confusion

Which releases more cortisol

Compounded sum of stress
and cortisol 

Can take 36 hours up to 8 weeks
to be cleared from a body

Learning cannot happen
while in this state

Listen to your dog: this is too hard.
I feel bad. I don’t know what to
do. Help

Listen to yourself: you have
similar feelingsSCH keeps stress/cortisol

buckets empty

PART 2
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Bridging Training and

A Partnership Lifestyle

Biggest
Communication
Failures:

The Dance
Invitation

First step to dancing in partnership

Teaches natural communication 

Creates heart-to-heart connection

Invites a physical and a heart connection

The Dance
Elements

Physical
communication
elements:

Miscommunication with our body language

Miscommunication with our intention

Miscommunication with our congruency

Bridge with the
Name Game

95% Rule
If you aren’t 95% sure your dog can do
a thing, don’t ask!

Assess probability of success

Adjust for success (or choose not to ask)

Love your dog’s attentive responsiveness

Your dog responds to their name with
eagerness and delight

Teaches you to be attentive and present

Establishes your foundation of mutual
attentive responsiveness

Infuse your treats with love, as a token
of your appreciation, not a payment
exchanged for a behavior

Intention of inviting a heart connection

Your Partnership Foundation
Social Intelligence, Cooperation

and Communication

Transaction: If you do this, you can have some thing you want
in exchange for your cooperation and compliance

Relational: Love and desire to cooperate as family, friends and
partners, unconditionally

Social Mammals Value Social Engagement

Living in Family Groups

Primary Needs
of Social Animals

Pay-for-performance as incentive doesn’t work

Rewards for uninteresting activities decreases
motivation in the long term

Positive reinforcement is oppositional to what is
really needed: to be accepted and loved for who
they are, not for what they do

The Need to Belong:
Unconditional acceptance

The Need to Be Heard:
Respectful listening with
the intention to learn how
another feels

The Need to Contribute:
Unsolicited and appreciated
contribution to the family

Why and when treats, toys,
games are not effective

Punished by Rewards

Root causes of
antisocial behavior

3 social needs for
dogs to behave well

Dogs and Wolves thrive best in family groups

Wolves became dogs via cooperation and
reciprocity, not through competition with humans

Dogs and humans are designed to live together
through cooperation and reciprocity

3P’s

Eyes

Hands

Voice

Movement
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Grows our building blocks
for partnership - the 5C’s

Communication:
The Language of
Partnership

Trust is everything in our relationship

Treats, toys, games do not build a trusting partnership

When loving leaders create a circle of safety, trust and cooperation
naturally develops

Safe, Calm and Happy protocol is a lifestyle choice

As social mammals, dogs and people value social engagement above
all else

Mindset

Foundation Skills

Loving Leadership

Trust

3P’s

The Dance Steps

The Dialog Loop 

Common Language

Listen with the Intent to Learn

Dogs can be inadvertently punished by rewards

Bridge the gap between training and partnership through genuine,
heartfelt love and connection
Create mutual attentive responsiveness by intentionally communicating
in the native language of our dogs

Be present, focus on creating trust, con�dence and success by living
according to the 95% Rule

Clarity:
Depth to
Your Partnership
Competence:
The Responsibility
of Partnership

Connection:
Holistic and
Balanced
Partnership
Collaboration:
True and Brilliant
Partnership

Competence

Connection

Collaboration

Clarity

Communication

Partnership principles we focus
on to grow Communication

Loving Leadership from the heart

Asking the Clarity Questions: Why, What How

Using the Clarity Chart

Role Modeling

Power of Baby Steps

Partnership principles we focus
on to grow Clarity

Top-Notch Training Tools - Positive Rules!

95% Rule as a Lifestyle

Partnership as a Lifestyle

Mind Your Mind - Mindset strategies

Responsibility and Self-Regulation for human and dog

Partnership principles we focus
on to grow Competence

Holistic balance and the holistic toolkit

Mind-Body Connection

Deeper Heart-to-Heart Connection

The Leash as a Connection Tool

Partnership principles we focus
on to grow Connection

Lifestyle of Cooperation

Clarify Common Purpose

The Rule of 3’s

The Walking Partners Dance

Partnership principles we focus
on to grow Collaboration

The Tree of Trust

PART 1

Your Path to Partnership
The Principles of our
Partnership Lifestyle
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Starting
Partners

Developing
Partners

Safe, Calm and Happy protocol as a lifestyle choice

Stress buckets are emptied

Trust account begins to fill

Learning to communicate

Focus on building trust and confidence

Your dog becomes responsible for their part of the partnership

Use the Clarity questions to guide your choices

Mutual attentive responsiveness is establishing

You discover how to be a responsible leading partner

Focus on developing competent responsibility

Promising
Partners

Mindset and perspectives shift

New adventures open up

You and your dog are SCH in more environments and experiences

Inner and Outer holistic balance

Focus on deeper heart connection

Your relationship is blossoming into a partnership

Brilliant
Partners

Trust and heart connection is strong and deep

The world is open to you and your dog

Even if there is a meltdown, in a moment you’re back to grazing
and can easily shake it off

Staying in the dialogue loop is a lifestyle

Focus on deep understanding of one another

Master
Partners

Mind expansion and realization of limitless potential and possibility

Partnership Coach Certification program

Soul-level connection between you and your dog

Focus on sharing partnership principles and spreading ripples of love

Partnership
Discovery Quiz

Which partnership principles should you focus on now?

Which stage of partnership?

Where are you?

Your S
ucc

ess 
Path

to
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PART 2

Your Path to Partnership
The Principles of our
Partnership Lifestyle
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MEET YOUR PARTNERSHIP GUIDE

Kathy Kawalec
"I help dog moms build a trusting, happy and 
deeply connected relationship with their dogs 
through my holistic heart-to-heart partnership 
lifestyle framework...
 
...so that their their misbehaving dog becomes a 
brilliant partner that loves to listen...

...even if their dog is reactive, distracted, 
over-threshold, anxious...and even if they've 
tried everything!
 

 
I'm here to show you what is possible for you and your dogs. I know that if you 
follow the partnership frameworks I'll guide you to implement, your success 
is inevitable."
 
"35+ years of living and working with dogs and their people has taught me 
sooooo much! Dogs are brilliant and often misunderstood...and what they 
most need is a better partnership with us!
 
My holistic, heart-connected partnership training programs have helped 
transform the lives of thousands of people and their dogs...AND I am so eager 
to share this with you!"
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What’s Next?
Join my Facebook community where we gather 
around my weekly podcast show, Enlightened by 
Dogs. Join us and start connecting with 
partnership creators at all stages of the journey.  
Go to: dancinghearts.link/community

Get on my waitlist for the next enrollment for 
Brilliant Partners Academy! Save your seat for the 
inner circle, and be the first to know when BPA 
enrollment opens. It’s my pleasure and delight to 
serve as your coach and guide in BPA.
Go to: dancinghearts.link/bpa

Subscribe to my podcast Enlightened by Dogs on 
your favorite podcast app! You can also listen 
right on the website if apps aren’t your thing.
Go to: dancinghearts.link/podcast


